Gerakini legal studio focuses on all aspects of competition, agency and
distribution law, as well as related aspects of corporate and commercial law.
Founding partner Nancy Gerakini has significant experience in advising
national and international clients on complex competition and distribution
law issues across various industries such as motor-vehicle importers and
dealers, pharmaceuticals, banks, information technology companies, food
and beverage, cosmetics etc.
Nancy's experience includes a legal500 Athens based law firm where she
was Head of the Competition, Distribution and Agency Practice Group for a
good 6 years, as well as in-house role for a major multi-sectoral Group of
companies in Greece.

Gerakini legal studio is affiliated with Prentoulis Lawyers & Consultants,
providing expert advice on competition and generally commercial law issues.

Our
Advice on vertical agreements (including design, drafting and
negotiating distribution and agency agreements, franchise
agreements, dealership agreements, supply agreements)
Competition/anti-trust clearance - advice regarding commercial
agreements
M&As
Legal advice on horizontal agreements (including cartels, price fixing,
information exchange)
Advice on issues relating to abuse of dominant position (promotional
campaigns, discounts and rebates, bonus schemes, parallel trade,
essential facilities)
Day-to-day advice on pricing policies, rebates, discounts etc
Legal advice on restructuring schemes
Drafting and Implementation of compliance programs
Representation of companies before the Hellenic Competition
Commission and the Greek Courts re. competition law issues,
agency and distribution including goodwill indemnity
Concentration notifications
Preparation for dawn raids

Our
Our main goal is to provide customized support to our clients so they
can achieve their business objectives and minimize the risks and costs
that their activities may involve.

Our work in each case is always determined by the client's strategic
goals. Each case deserves and has our fullest attention and we provide
holistic multi-disciplinary analysis in order to attain solutions that
advance each client's interests.

Our
Our team is small.
This outfit provides a flexible structure to tailor individual clients needs.
We are all young.
This makes us innovative and creative. Moreover, the experience and
knowledge that we gained in practice in Greek and international law firms,
institutions and corporations over the last 15 years, gives us the ability to
provide the highest level of legal services.
We are a modern,
forward-thinking legal lab focusing on the clients needs.
That is why we are characterized as proactive, responsive and task-oriented.
Our team members regularly write and lecture on competition and
distribution law issues. This is another way to keep ourselves on alert and
secure the long-term development of knowledge both within the firm and
amongst our clients.
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